Introduction
• Students in can recite the differences in upper level probability courses the Frequentist and Bayesian inferential paradigms, these students often struggle using Bayesian methods when conducting data analysis.
• Specific struggles include translating subjective belief to the specification of a prior distribution and the incorporation of uncertainty in the Bayesian inferential approach.

Q.
What is the probability you are a Bayesian?
• Subjective question which differs from the yes-no debate. Utilize a collection of Binomial problems.
Binary outcomes from tossing objects, survey questions, identifications.
• • Bayesian Characterizations
Parameter of the population model is treated as a random variable.
(B-1)
A prior distribution for the parameter is utilized.
(B-2)
The inferential procedure is based upon the experimental outcome. (B-3) -Assess probability thumbtack lands point up.
Frequentist Fred
-Assess probability that local resident has children.
Betty Bayesian
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-Assess probability that a person in moving vehicle is talking on phone. Naive Ned 
